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ABSTRACT
"Implementation of a Mandated Senior High Global Curriculum 
in the Colchester-East Hants District of Nova Scotia"
Barak, Leonard
89 pages; Masters of Education Thesis, Saint Mary's 
University, Halifax, Nova Scotia 
May 1991

This study was undertaken for a Nova Scotia School 
district during a sabbatical leave. Central to the study 
was the testing of seven hypotheses pertaining to Senior 
High School teachers in five schools in Central Nova 
Scotia. Their receptivity, endorsement, and preparedness to 
teach the impending provincial Department of Education 
mandated Global History and Global Geography courses was 
studied and analysed. Information about demography, general 
awareness of the new curriculum, degree of confidence in 
support systems, teacher academic preparedness, and the 

need for global education and what was needed in order to 
effectively implement it were also examined. The study also 
researched the general curriculum and global curriculum 
implementation literature. The study demonstrated that 

generally most of the teachers in the sample had very 
little Social Studies academic grounding outside of North 

America. This presents a real problem when implementing 
global courses that ought to have a "global perspective". 
The study suggested the need for teacher-centred 

in-servicing and study leaves. These High School Social 
Studies teachers studied also made a number of other 

suggestions to improve implementation, especially 
in-servicing, support materials, and time allocation for 

co-operative course development by teachers.
-1-
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INTRODUCTION'

Any curriculum Innovation must focus on a number 
of "end users". It is axiomatic that the student must be 
the primary concern, but in wder to get to tbis ultimate 
end user, the innovation itself must be transmitted 
through and via the societal and bureaucratic institution 
of the school and its agent, the classroom teacher. It is 

at the school and classroom levels that the problems and 
possibilities of any new or innovative curriculum are 
most starkly made evident. A number of potential problems 

need to be addressed when attempting to initiate any 
innovative curriculum. There is, of course, the very 

structure and nature of the hierarchial educational 
bureaucracy. Related to this, but not exclusively, is the 

receptivity on the classroom teacher's part to the 
proposed innovation itself. Similarly, curriculum 
developers anticipate more than just modest receptivity; 
they encourage, and in some cases require, a strong and 
enthusiasic commitment on the classroom teacher's part.

But «That does the classroom teacher need? How does 

the teacher see him/herself within the Implementation

4
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pcocess vis a vis the curriculum planners of the 

Department of Education, the curriculum consultants, the 
local educational bureaucracy, the intra-school 

administration, and the other teachers? Does the teacher 
view this innovation as being educationally beneficial to 
and needed by his/her students? Is it perceived as a 
substantive improvement over the existing curriculum? How 
can the teacher be won over to both the idea of the 
general worth of the innovation and also to committing 
him/herself to its implementation? Are teachers going to 
Inplement the new curriculum as it was intended to be 
applied, or are they to practice curricular "creative 
non-use"? Is it likely that teachers will be allied to 
the implementation process, or will they individually 

subvert it? These questions raise the concomitant issues 
of the degree of teacher commitment to the innovation 
itself, the degree of confidence that the teachers have 
in the administrative and implementation processes, and 
the amount of material and human support that shall/ought 
to be forthcoming.

Prom a logistical perspective, a curriculum 

innovation must be teacher-centred before it becomes 
student-centred. Of course, the raison d'etre must be the 
students, but someone has to teach it. It is, therefore, 
necessary to ask how academically prepared teachers are 
(and feel they are). This raises the issues of sample 

units, resource allocations, in-servicing, collegial 
contact, leaves of absence, and sabbaticals. All of these
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questions can be raised when examining the process of 
Implementing the new Senior High School Global History 
and Global Geography courses In Nova Scotia. The 
following study, therefore, examines the practical 
concerns about these innovations from the perspective of 

serving teachers.
This study was undertaken under the auspices of 

the Colchester-East Hants School Board bo determine the 
general level of teacher preparedness for and receptivity 
to the anticipated changes to the Nova Scotia Public 
School Programme as those changes specifically relate to 
the High School Social Studies curriculum, i.e., 
compulsory Grade XII Global History and/or Global 

Geography. In order to do this, a research instrument was 
created to test seven relevant hypotheses.

DEFINITION OP TERMS

1. "International Education"
2. "Global Education"
3. "Global Perspective Approach"
4. "Interdependence"
5. "Curriculum"
6. "Process of Curriculum implementation"

In order to facilitate the enquiry process of this
study, the following working definitions were adopted
from Dhand and Pratt.

A single definition base for promoting 
global awareness has not yet been agreed 
upon. This creates problems because 
without a starting point which is 
agreed upon, curriculum and program 
planning and pre-service and Inservlce 
teacher training are inhibited. A good 
start would be to ... differentiate
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between global education concepts which 
are considered [by some to be} synonymous

1. International Education is based on 
the study of various geographical and 
cultural areas of the world.

2. Global Education views areas of the 
world as part of the larger, 
interdependent, interacting system.
These areas are studied through global 
issues.

3. Global Perspective Approach 
integrates global concepts such as 
interdependence and conflict into the 
curriculum at all levels of content.
This approach stresses affective 
learning and acquisition of knowledge, 
skills and attitudes.

4. Interdependence reflects the notion 
that persons all over the world are 
dependent in one way or another in the 
same way that communities, cities, and 
nations are dependent on one another 
for world survival.*

5. Curriculum is an organized set of 
formal educational and/or training 
intentions.*

6. ... the process of (curriculum! 
implementation is one of persuading 
people to make certain decisions. As 
such it is neither a curriculum 
process, nor an academic process, nor 
an intellectual process. ... In a word, 
curriculum change is a political 
process, a question of "who gets what, 
when, and how".*

STATEMENT OP PROBLEM:

It is necessary to determine the dominant 
attitudes of the High School Social Studies teachers in 
the Colchester-East Hants District towards Social Studies 
curriculum change in general and the Global innovations 

in particular. The intention of this study is to isolate 
some of the important conditions ard factors that will 
likely relate directly to the implementation of the new 
Senior High School global curriculum. After all, the
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teachecs will be the ones to actually implement it. If 
there were some common views made evident, then perhaps 
this would give the implementation planners and 
in-service co-ordinators some points of reference from 
which to begin. If, for example, the aggregate attitude 
(i.e., the local curricular culture) towards the new 
curriculum were very negative, then this would require 
considerable attention. If, on the other hand, the local 

curricular culture endorsed the Intent of the new 
curriculum, but felt inadequately prepared to implement 
it, then the implementation planners and in-service 

co-ordinators could concentrate on practical, 
unit-oriented, classroom-focused materials.

The research sought to test the following 
hypotheses: Senior High School Social Studies teachers in 
the Colchester-East Hants District ...

1. have sufficient and appropriate 
academic background to teach the new 
global education.

2. are fundamentally receptive to the idea 
of global education.

3. are fundamentally supportive of the 
proposed global curriculum for the 
senior high schools.

4. are aware and knowledgeable of the 
intent, content, and structure of the 
two new global courses proposed for 
Grade XII.

5. have in their schools sufficient 
resources to teach the new global 
curriculum.

6. have been adequately involved in the 
curriculum development process.
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7. have confidence in the existing
administrative and support systems for 
the effective implementation of the new 
global curriculum.

The hypotheses address several crucial issues. 

Academic background and preparedness of the teachers are 
raised. Since the proposed teaching units deal with 
diverse and complex topics of global implications (for 
example, in Global History: East/West; North/South; 
Justice; Technologies; Social Change; Future Powers; 
Interdependence), it is important to determine how many 
teachers have academic backgrounds in the global-related 
areas. If one could isolate the academic strengths and 

weaknesses in the District and in specific schools, this 
information might help in defining the in-servicing needs 
of tho teachers, study-leave possibilities, and the 
sabbatical selection criteria.

In order for the new curriculum to be implemented 
in a manner consistent with the guidelines of the 
Department of Education, one should not just determine 

the academic strengths and weaknesses of the teachers 
involved in the curriculum implementation. It is also 
worthwhile to ascertain the amount of teacher support or
resistance for the very idea of the curriculum

innovation. This has two elements. Firstly, do the 
teachers themselves see the intrinsic worth of global 
education; and secondly, do they feel that it has a
legitimate place in the curriculum? The study has sought
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to find out how receptive these Social Studies teachers 
are to the aspirations and intentions of global studies 
generally and of the new Global History and Global 
Geography courses specifically. Since teachers are left 
to actually implement curriculum, their attitudes 
regarding the "worth" of the curriculum changes are 
central to its effective implementation.

Once teacher coxmiitment to the idea of the new 
curriculum is perceived, one ought to then determine what 
the teachers actually know about the curriculum 
innovation as set down in the draft proposals by the 
Department of Education. Are the teacher perceptions of 
Global History and/or Global Geography similar to and 
consistent with the intent, content, and structure of the 
draft proposals as set do%m by the Nova Scotia Department 
of Education?

An important part of any new curriculum 
implementation involves the available teaching resources 
and materials. In order to ensure the efficacy of the 

implementation, teachers and students require materials 
(texts, secondary sources, audio-visual hardware and 
resources, etc.). It is important for the teachers to 

know what is available to them in their schools, in the 
possession of their colleagues, and how to acquire 

necessary teaching materials. Teachers were asked about 
their access to relevant teaching materials.

An overriding theme of the implementation 
literature is that the effectiveness of new or innovative
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curriculum Implementation Is determined by a number of 

interdependent factors. It is important that teachers be 
Involved In the planning, development, and Implementation 
stages. This sense of participation should go beyond the 
Involvement of the few who develop or test the new 
curriculum. This study has sought to determine the 
general "feeling of Involvement and consultation" among 
the High School Social Studies teachers of the five 
senior high schools In the District.

Administrative structures in the schools and 
throughout the District, as well as the Implementation 
and curriculum developxeent and implementation support 
systems from the Department of Education, the NSTU Global 
Studies Project, the District curriculum committees, and 
the Individual school department heads are all Intended 

to further the smooth implementation of the new global 
curriculum. They aim to serve the teachers, so the 
teachers can serve the students. It is within this 

context that the Issue of confidence based upon 
anticipated effectiveness arises. In other words, do the 
teachers feel confident that these agencies and offices 
will effectively contribute to the teachers' practical 

concerns of effectively teaching the new curriculum?

METH0D0L0GÏ/P0PULAT10N SAMPLING/STUDY DESIGN/PROCEDURES:

Sample:
All Senior High Social Studies teachers in the 

Colchester-East Hants District were given the
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questlonnaire (see Appendix). Of the forty (40) 
questitmnalres issued, thirty-seven (37) were completed, 
or 92.5%. Of the three who did not complete it, one 
teacher at Hants North said it should not apply to her as 

she only taught one section of Social Studies, and her 
background had little if anything to do with Social 
Studies; hence, she felt she would never teach a global 
course. The other two "no-shows" came from the Cobequid 
Educational Centre (CEC). One was just not returned. The 
other was returned, but without the first eighty-one 
closed questions completed.

Of the thirty-seven In the sample, six teachers 
taught at Hants Bast Rural High School in Milford, five 
at South Colchester Rural High School in Brookfield, four 
at North Colchester Rural High School in Tatamagouche, 
eighteen at the Cobequid Educational Centre in Truro, and 

four at Hants North Rural High School in Kennetcook.

BESBA ROt.IHm tfMBHT.?

This was an eighty-six (86) question instrument: 

Question 11 to #81 were closed, while Question 182 to 186 
were open.*

i. Question il to #15 dealt with personal,
professional, and academic information: school, 
age, teaching experience, and academic 
background related to the global curriculum.

ii. Question #16 to §38 dealt with each teacher's 
general awareness of the new curriculum, his/her 
feelings about the need for the new curriculum, 
and the amount of consultation and information 
received.
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111. Question 139 to 148 sampled the "degree of 
confidence" teachers have in various 
administrative and support bodies or agencies.

Iv. Question #49 to #71 focussed specifically on 
the content of the new Global History and 
Global Geography courses, significantly, 
only those twenty who Indicated more than 
a vague awareness of the proposed global 
curriculum were asked to respond to this 
section.

V. Question 172 to §81 were quotations taken
from an article by Cavanagh and Styles (1983)*. 
Teachers were asked to agree/disagree on a 
1 to 5 scale. The intent of these ten 
statements was to establish an open and 
non-threatening atmosphere for the subsequent 
open format section, so that every respondent 
would and could feel at ease in expressing 
personal views in an honest and forthright 
manner.

vl. The open section of the questionnaire
included five questions, from 182 to 186.
The raw scores from the survey/questionnaire were 

tabulated by computer. The computer produced a numerical 
and percentage response for each question (see the 

questionnaire in the Appendix). The questions and 
responses were organized and analysed in order to 
describe whatever pattern, if any, was evident.

Using the StatvieW’ statistical software 

programme, a correlation matrix for variables was created 
from Question 116 to Question 149 in order to establsh 
the strength of the relationship (R) of teacher 
confidence and curricular awareness to receptivity. Mean 

scores were also compared In a series of one factor ANOVA 
analyses between the five schools and Questions 139 to 

148 respectively.
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ENDNOTES! CHAPTER ONE

'In 1990, the Sabbatical Selection Committee of the 
Colchester-East Hants District, with the endorsement of 
the Board, granted me a sabbatical for the 1990-1991 
academic year. The overall intent of my year of study, 
preparation, and reflection was to equip myself to teach 
the soon-to-be-implemented global curriculum at the Grade 
XII level. In addition, and central to my sabbatical 
year, I was to undertake a study into the implementation 
of this new Nova Scotia High School curriculum in the 
Colchester-East Hants District.

•Harry Dhand. Mhat Research Says to the Social 
Studies Teachers A Handbook for Teachers, (1989). 
(University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon: Department of 
Curriculum Studies), pages 136-137.

•David Pratt. (1980). Carricalams Design and 
Implementation, (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich), 
page 4.

^Ibid.f pages 425-426.

•Refer to a full copy of this document in Appendix
One.

•Gary Canavagh and Ken Styles (1983). "The 
Implementation of New Curriculum Guidelines and Policies: 
Twenty Frequently Heard Objections -and Responses to 
Them'*, Education Canada, V23 Nl, 9-15.

•Stataview,Calabasas, California: Brainpower Inc.,
1986.



CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION THEORY 
GENERAL LITERATURE REVIEW

There is nothing more difficult to 
carry out, nor more doubtful of 
success, nor more dangerous to 
handle, than to initiate a new 
order of things. For the reformer 
has enemies in all who profit from 
the old order, and only lukewarm 
defenders in all those who would 
profit by the new order. This 
lukewarmness arises partly ... 
from the incredulity of mankind 
who do not truly believe in anything 
new until they have had actual 
experience of it.

-Niccolo Machiavelli, circa 1520

Much of the literature pertaining to curriculum 
implementation theory recommends that greater 
recognition should be given to the role and contribution 

that teachers can and should make in the process of 
effective implementation.' Although this study dealt 

with the implementation, rather than the development of 
new curriculum in High School Social Studies, it is 
evident from the literature that a high degree of 

teacher involvement should take place at all levels. 
Theory suggests that the greater and broader the 
teacher-involvement, from the initial exploratory and 

developmental stages towards the final stages of 
curriculum implementation and assessment, the more

-15-
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co-operation (hence less resistance) there will be.* 
There will be a greater disposition on the part of 
teachers to willingly teach the new curriculum when 
"teachers ... are involved in the writing of curriculum 
and/or ... have the opportunity to reflect on a new 
curriculum and ... make whatever adaptations of 

adjustments ... (are deemed) necessary".» Real, rather 
than perfuntory involvement and/or reflection conveys a 
serious and respectful message to the classroom teacher 
who would then be much more likely to perceive and 
endorse the value of the new curriculum. "To impose a 
curriculum on a teacher without concern for the values 
or expectations of the teacher is to invite a situation 

where the teacher might well never become involved in 
the new curriculum".* Even if that alienated teacher 
comes to teach the new curriculum, it is perhaps likely 
that he/she will do it in a begrudging or resentful or 

cynical or in a less than enthusiastic or committed 
fashion. Dictum from above is often subverted from 
below.

Even if there is little overt or covert resistance, 

as a matter of course one can expect a healthy degree of 
scepticism from teachers. This scepticism may very well 
be based upon teachers' previous professional 
experiences. Many are conservative when expected to 

embrace innovation; many have seen new curricula come 
with great fanfare and in time pass away or deteriorate; 

and some are mistrustful about taking on the role of
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laborabory guinea pigs Eor a new curriculum.* Cavanagh 
and Styles illustrate this in their "Twenty Frequently 
Heard Objections-And Responses To Them"*, an analysis 
that primarily dealt with the implementation of new 
guidelines for existing curriculum, rather than the 
implementation of a totally new curriculum. This 

professional scepticism may in itself have a positive 
effect on the implementation process, since it may force 
curriculum designers, in-service co-ordinators, and 
others to focus in on those practical concerns that 
teachers address on a daily basis in the classroom.

The purpose of curriculum implementation 
is to improve program and, as a result, 
student achievement. Implementation 
involves people -their ideas, beliefs, 
attitudes, decisions and actions. 
Implementation also depends on policies 
and curricula -objectives, strategies, 
resources, evaluation practices and 
timelines. It is people who carry our 
implementation and the success of an 
implementation plan hinges in part on 
what people decide to do and what 
they fail to do.'

It is obvious that if one wishes to find out what 
teachers think and feel about something that one should 

ask them. Unfortunately, teachers are rarely asked about 
things that directly relate to them, to that which they 
do most and best, and to that which comes closest to 
their raison d'etre, that is classroom curriculum and 
instruction. Too often teachers are ignored and/or 

mistrusted when curriculum development and 
implementation are considered. And when teachers
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experlence difficulties and express them, they are often 
"made to feel like failures by administrators if they 
admitted difficulty in coping with the new situation"." 
Mutual mistrust mitigates against effective curricular 
implementation. If we want enthusiastic and creative 
implementation, rather than "creative nonuse"*, then we 
probably need to address curriculum implementation from 
a teacher-centred perspective.

This is not to say that all teachers will become 

enthusiasts once they are "involved" in the process of 
implementation. Teacher attitudes towards innovation 
have been well described. It can be reasonably 

anticipated that 5% will be "enthusiasts"; 25% will be 
"supporters"; 40% will be "acquiescera"; 25% will be 

"laggards"; and 5% will be "antagonists"*". By focussing 
on and tapping into the expertise of 70% of the teachers 
who are enthusiasts, supporters, and/or acquiescera, the 
laggards will eventually "come aboard", although 

reluctantly, belatedly, and unenthusiastically. In so 
doing, the antagonists will be disarmed.

Much resistance by teachers is 
solidly based on personal experience 
of manipulation and other kinds of 
assaults upon their integrity.*'

To the educational innovator of the 1990*s has 

been bequeathed an unfortunate legacy of mismanaged and 

ill-managed attempts at curricular reform thoughout the 
previous quarter century. In High School Social Studies 

the contentious examples of Canada Studies and Maritime
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Studles spring to mind. In many instances, when it came 
to the designing process of the innovation, teacher 
involvement had more appearance than reality.
Substantive innovation decisions fell within the domains 
of the academics, the experts, the ambitious." Once 

initial decisions were taken and the process towards an 
innovation was begun, the whole endeavour tended to take 
on the appearance of a cloistered orthodoxy, to which 
only the chosen few had access and to which doubts and 

fundamental criticisms should not be posed. In the case 
of the then-proposed Maritime Studies, this resulted in 
a mistrustful, occasionally adversarial, even nasty 

relationship between the ordinary classroom teacher who 
wanted to know what revisions to the existing curriculum 
were being proposed and planned on the one hand, and 
those responsible for the development of the emerging 

curriculum on the other. There were a number of very 
testy confrontations between representatives from the 
Department of Education and teachers at annual 

provincial in-services. The mutual mistrust tarnished 
relations. As one of the products of insecurity, 
mistrust can stain the atmosphere and undermine the 

reforms.

Thus it may be seen that change is a 
complicated process of action and 
interaction. A favourable climate of 
opinion provides a thread that will 
tie together workers in a feeling of 
mutual support. Such a climate grows 
out of mutual respect for each other 
and essense of loyalty to the official
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leadership.'*
Perhaps feeling excluded from the curriculum 

development process, feeling mistrustful of the intent 
or application of the reform and/or those leading it, 
and even feeling shunned or unrespected by those who are 
planning the curriculum innovation, teachers react in 
their own ways. Excluded, mistrustful, and shunned, yet 
expected to implement an imposed curriculum, many 
teachers have tended, as Clark points out, to find 
"educationally sound methods for coping, including 
creative non-use".'* Clark described and analysed 
"creative non-use" in a 1986 study of the implementation 
process of a newly adopted Social Studies curriculum in 
Alaska. Creative non-use could mean that teachers adapt 
and apply new curriculum to their existing methodology, 

rather than taking on a totally new teaching 
methodology. Further, it could mean actual subversion of 
new content and methods. Non-use is greatest amongst 
those who have the least commitment to the new 
curriculum.'" Some teachers are more creative than 
others in adapting the old to the new, so that in may 

cases the new becomes almost indistinguishable from the 
old. It therefore follows that if the new global 

curriculum envisages new attitudes, perspectives, and 

methodologies on the teacher's part, then this issue of 
"creative non-use" needs to be confronted.

Clark also found that the more closely teachers 
are involved in all stages of the curriculum development
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pcocess, the more effective that Implementation will be 
and the greater the degree of congruence between what is 
actually taught in the classroom and the planned 
curriculum itself. Krimpston also studied congruence and 
attempted to measure congruence between what is taught 
and what the curriculum intends to be taught." His 
study was done in a large Mid-Western U.S. school 
district. At the secondary level, congruence tended to 

diminish as teachers adapted the curriculum to their own 
beliefs and practices about curriculum needs. This 
raises the obvious question about implementation: How 
can one cultivate and develop a greater degree of 

teacher commitment to the innovation so that there will 
be greater congruence between the planned innovation and 
its actual classroom application? Logistically, teachers 
need revised resources and materials to teacher the new 

curriculum. Krimpston, Pratt, Clark, and Katz would 
argue that practical support for the teachers is a 
necessary adjunct to any attempt to build teacher 
confidence. For example, sample lessons and/or units 

would facilitate the implementation of the new global 

curriculum. To stop here, having placed some materials 
and resources in the teachers' laps, is probably not 

enough. It is necessary to stimulate the personal and 
professional commitment to the new curriculum. For this 
reason, it is important that teachers be integral 
participants in the overall implementation process. They 

should be involved in assessing, as Krimpston puts it.
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the "fidelity"" of the Implementation, freely 
encouraged to evaluate and constructively criticize 
elements in the overall curriculum, and perhaps even 
provided release time to work with peers or attend 
formal training sessions.**

As the flow of blood is essential to 
human life, so direct personal contact 
is essential to the propagation of 
innovation ... Who knows whom and who 
talks to whom are powerful indicators 
of where and when an innovation is 
accepted, or if it is accepted at all.**
... word-of-mouth promotion by a 
friend or colleague weighs more 
heavily than scholarly arguments 
written by unfamiliar experts or 
directives from remote school 
officials ... face-to-face contact 
is more likely to change attitudes.**

The nature and structure of the educational 
hierarchy tends to inhibit face-to-face contact. Because 
various schools and teachers function fragmentally one 

from the other, with little professional interaction and 
ongoing support, innovative ideas tend to cluster around 
specific individuals. To this must be added the 
hierarchical Department-Central Office-school 

administration-classroom teacher structure. Little 
face-to-face contact occurs, and when it does (i.e., 

formal in-services, addresses by "visiting" officials, 
or policy statements by adminstrators), almost without 
exception, messages coae rfoww from above. Much of what 
passes for "contact" is really a series of written 

memoranda along the hierarchical chain-of-command.** On
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the other hand, the Taba Model recommends a 
"grass-roots" approach in which curriculum would be 
formulated by practicing classroom teachers rather than 
handed down by higher authority.”

The teacher does not usually initiate 
an innovation, but he almost always 
decides whether he will implement It 
or not, more precisely the degree to 
which he will use it. The teacher’s 
power in educational innovation is 
that he can veto for himself. He is 
the ultimate consumer.”

Regardless of the detail to which any new
curriculum is spelled out, whether it be in minutia or
by way of general exhortations, in the final analysis it
is left to the teacher-user to apply the innovation on
site. Teachers adapt, shape, craft, and engineer

innovations into forms that fit the unique features of
their own classroom and to their perceptions as to what
their places are in their teaching environments.”

New curriculum, such as Global History and Global
Geography, require considerable supportive material and
personal resources. Materials can be acquired,
collected, and catalogued to meet specific needs. If new

funds are allocated (as they should be for new

curricula), then appropriate materials can be made
available. Similarly, if administrators are sincerely

and clearly committed to the innovation, teachers are
much more likely to enthusiastically involve themselves
in implementation.” Administrators who seem to hide
behind trendy jargon and who demonstrate little, if any,
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practical knowledge of the classroom cannot 
realistically expect wholehearted enthusiasm and 
risk-taking from the teachers. Similarly, "halfhearted 

administrators can only expect a lukewarm response from 
teachers" '

Even if there is considerable commitment In 

materials and administrative resources, teachers require 
a personal level of expertise in order to actually teach 
the new curriculum. Many teachers in the District 
reiterated this point in their responses to the 
survey-guestionnnaire. (See Questions 85 and 86 in 

Appendix.) As the saying goes, in the end, it all comes 
down to the teacher in the classroom with the "chalk and 
the talk". Especially from the teachers in the smaller 
high schools in the Colchester-East Hants District, 
there has been a rail for a concerted effort towards 

in-servicing and resources allocation. Content and 
concept rich courses, such as the new global courses, 
first require a firm and confident grasp of the content 

and concepts by the teacher. To feel inadequately 
grounded in the material, to feel academically insecure, 
can only undermine any effective implementation. 
Effective in-servicing can help address this crucial 

concern. Although experience has demonstrated that 
teachers can and will "cope" without effective 
in-servicing (some better than others, depending on 

academic background, interest, and personal commitment 
to the new curriculum), for many "coping" is not
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satisfactory. In many cases, there Is the likely 
prospect that teachers will indulge in creative non-use 

by continuing to do what has served them in the past, 
with at most a few surface modifications. From a 
practical teacher-centred viewpoint, when confronted 
with new curricula, teachers require expertise in the 
subject matter (What is to be taught?), a practical 

understanding of the methodology or pedagogy of 
instruction (How to teach the subject material?), as 
well as a vision of curriculum design (How the 
innovation adapts to the overall curriculum?)”

What, therefore, are the crucial tasks required in 
order to effectively implement any new curriculum 

innovation, including one as far-reaching as the global 
innovations? Firstly, it is necessary for the teacher to 
isolate and identify the goals that the innovation is 

intended to accomplish for the students. Through 

face-to-face contact and in-servicing, teachers need to 
be encouraged to take as their own the goals in the 

interests of their students and society in general.
Goals should be defined in terms of student-oriented 
objectives: what the student should learn from the 

innovation; and what he/she should know, feel, and/or be 
able to do at each stage. Secondly, once the goals are 

defined, then "goal-relevant practices" need to be 

communicated to the teachers and developed by the 
teachers. It is necessary to know what classroom 

practices might be used that differ from those already
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being applied. Prom the global studies perspective, for 
example, this would involve activities and attitudes 

that would alter some of the focus of attention from a 
North American or European centred view to a more 
inclusively global view wherein the perspective would be 
from the Third World looking at the First World, rather 
than vice versa. And thirdly, since no curricular 
innovation is really a complete packaged whole, further 
and ongoing development and refinement is needed in 
order to implement the stated goals.**
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CHAP.TEB... THREE
CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION THEORY 

GLOBAL LITERATURE REVIEW

There is one outstandingly important fact 
regarding Spaceship Earth, and that is 
that no instruction book came with it.

-Buckminster Fuller

As part of the rationale for altering the 
compulsory High School credit system in Nova Scotia and 
for instituting two new Grade XII global social studies 
courses, the Report of the Rd^/isory Committee on the 

Public School Program in June 1987 emphasized that the 

"growing interdependence of nations" should be reflected 
in "a more global approach to social studies" that would 

build upon the Canadian Studies base at the Junior High 
level.' In May 1989, the N.S. Department of Education 
issued the Global Geography Draft, In its section on 

"Rationale & Goals", the Draft emphasized the need to 

develop "within our children a sense of global 
responsibility, not only toward our fellow humans, but 
toward the planet itself ... [requiring] a global 

understanding, a realization of the interdependence of 
things...."* The Department's Global History Draft of 

June 1989 also highlights the need for developing in the 
students an appreciation of and for their planet's 
"interrelatedness" from an historical perspective.
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"All graduates o£ Nova Scotia's public school system 
must have been given the opportunity to grasp the 
significance not only of the the concept of 
interdependence, but also of its origins. The discipline 
of history can provide this opportunity."*

Addressing the question of "Why Global Education?" 
and making its case to the National Association of 
Elementary School Principals in the United States, 
Collins and Zakariya assert that

We live, like it or not, in an era of 
global interdependence. Nations rely on 
one another for raw materials, 
food-stuffs, consumer items, energy 
sources, technology, and the know-how 
to produce and use all of these -the 
tangible goods and services ... that 
add up to international commerce. But 
we are equally, though perhaps less 
tangibly, dependent on one another for 
knowledge, for power, for protection, 
and for appreciation of the great 
diversity of peoples and customs that 
are all part of our world.*

Although the literature has not, as yet, provided 
a mutually agreed upon definition for global education 
per s&f we are able to delineate characteristic that are 

fundamental to developing "global awareness".* If global 
education has not been defined, nor either has 

international education. It is not unusual for there to 

be no distinction at all made between international and 

global education*, and the term "world studies" has been 
used instead of either international or global studies.* 
A 1991 Internal document dealing with International
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Education at St, Mary* s University points out, "with 

this wide variety of definitions, and an almost 
interchangeable terminology we must conclude that 
international education not only has many facets but 
that [it] is also potentially an extremenly varied and 
complex part of an education programme."* David Ferns, 
Director of the Global Education Project for the NSTU, 
maintains that there is "no neat packaged definition" 
for global education, but that there are five "themes 
and issues that are widely accepted" and that recur with 
the "common denominators ... [of] interdependency and 
interconnectedness": environmental education; gender 
relations education; peace and conflict resolution 
education; futures education; and developmen. 
education.*

In 1979, Robert G. Hanvey, one of the pre-eminent 
global education theorists, set down "five key 
dimensions"** of what constitutes a global perspective 

in the curriculum. Firstly, there is the Perspective 
Consciousness or the recognition that one's own vision 
of the world is not necessarily shared by everyone else 
on the planet. This presumes, of course, that truth is a 
very relative thing indeed, dependent upon such factors 
as one's location, culture, economy, and history. His 
second key dimension is termed as State of the Planet 
Awareness in which the demographic, technological, 
economic, peace and/or conflict conditions on the globe 
are developed and their interconnectedness Is
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demonstrated. Cross-Cultural Awareness is the third 
dimension in creating a global perspective. This would 
develop "a sense o£ humanness of all people and greater 
self-awareness can result". The study of systems is 
involved in the fourth dimension. Knowledge of Global 
Dynamics where the world is shown as "an enormous 
organism ... of interconnected parts". The last 

dimension is the Awareness of Human Choices. Here we may 
have "a more conscious use of [global dimension] 
knowledge in planning human action."" These themes or 
dimensions recur throughout the global education 
literature in various, yet very similar forms."

In emphasizing the theme of interdependence in the 
new Global Geography and Global History courses, the 
proposed curriculum also enunciates the principle that 

"we must instill ... within our young people a sense of 
global responsibility."" With this comes a recognition 
of one's own personal place and responsibility within an 

interdependent world. Similarly, Dhand maintains that 

"through global education, teachers can foster the 
ability to make decisions, reach judgements, think 
reflectively and critically, solve problems and 

contribute to global welfare" in the spirit of personal 
membership in "loyalty to the global society"." To 
these ends, global education acts as a vehicle for the 
advocacy of global issues, aiming at the "transformation 

process in education ... so that the learning programmes 
... more closely relate to the social reality that
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pupils experience in their lives."'"
As a transformational process, whereby and through 

which one's social responsibility is developed, one 
learns how to "effect structural change and so 
participate in the transformation of the world'"* Global 
education has implicit and explicit advocacy or 
pro-active components. Hicks clearly states in his 
discussion of peace education that it "is teaching for 
peace and not merely about p e a c e " I n  the goals 
section on Global History, the N.S*. Department of 
Education's draft document maintains that the curriculum 
intends to enable the students

to understand that their futures are 
directly linked to the principle of 
interdependence, and as educated 
members of a free society they have 
the opportunity and responsibility to 
promote this principle".
[italics added]'*

Similarly, the Global Geography draft in Unit 8, titled

"The Future Planet -Under New Management", clearly and
eloquently advocates that

what is needed ... to make the course 
meaningful is a firm commitment on 
the part of individuals that they 
must play a role in ensuring that 
the future of the planet is a happy 
one ... (by placing] the challenge 
of commitment before those whose 
inheritance is at stake, to the 
pupils themselves.'"

The curriculum, therefore, is meant not just to be 
didactic; it has a pro-active, reformist, and
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interventionist intent as well. Many global problems, 
such as acid rain, pollution, depletion of non-renewable 
resources, and the effects of nuclear technology, are 
generated by technology. Global education is seen as a 

preliminary step towards needed action. Although not a 
panacea in itself, global education is regarded by some 
as a beginning along the "road to recovery, for without 
worldwide global concern humanity may ignore unseen 
problems until it is too late."*** It is also viewed as a 
requisite for strengthening democracies that depend upon 
an engaged, informed, and active citizenry" or as means 
for students to acquire the skills, knowledge, and 
attitudes to analyse and deal with global concepts, 
issues and/or problems'* or as a vehicle for the 

explanation of the "moral values of other races, 
religions, and ways of life"*'. Others view it more 

radically, as a means to "prepare agents of 
transformation who are able to critique society from a 

human perspective ... Global Education is education for 
change".'*

The role and tone of the global classroom and the 
global classroom teacher is central to the objectives 
assigned to global education. In order to be really 

effective, any curriculum innovation needs to be "owned 
by the teachers themselves"". Teacher Involvement and 
commitment must be cultivated through in-servicing and 

as part of the formal teacher educational and 
certificational process." The global classroom is the
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medium to convey the global messages of co-operation, 
affirmative attitudes, tolerance, and mutual respect." 
This may be viewed by the teacher as advocacy by 
example. A positive global awareness would be shown 
through the example set by the global classroom teacher, 

whereby the students see global values practiced. This 
would go a long way in developing in the students the 
"ability to see things from another's viewpoint ... 
(which] is a major goal of global education"." In so 
doing, the teaching materials and methodologies should 
foster the development of the appreciation, respect, 
understanding, and empathy for "how different people 

view a situation ... considering many different 
perspectives. "*•

Considerable emphasis has been placed on the 

methodologies and means whereby global education may be 

transmitted in the classroom situation by globally 
committed teachers. Although the new global courses 

slated for the Nova Scotia senior high schools focus on 
the development of two separate and distinct courses 
(Global History and Global Geography), the prevailing 
global literature sees global education as a process and 
perspective to be Integrated and incorporated into the 
existing curricula." This has been referred to as the 

"infusion technique"*'. It maintains that global 

education ought to begin early and progress throughout 
public schooling, since "what children learn at any age 
builds on and is influenced by what they have already
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learned".** Citing a 1975 study on stages of learning, 
Collins and Zakariya state that the "research also 
indicates that the middle grades (five through eight) 
are a particularly important period in international 
learning" .**

Fundamental to any rationale and justification of 
a "global perspective" in education is the recognition 
that "[at] this time in history, we need a broader 

concept of citizenship"** beyond the local, regional, or 
national levels and towards one that visualizes in terms 
of a global society.** By viewing the world mainly in 

terms of a collection of independent sovereign 
nation-states, by perceiving the world outwardly from 

the excluding and exclusive perspective of each 
nation-state or alignment of nation-states, we have not 

cultivated or developed an interdependent or 
interconnected global perspective, whereby the "world of 

today can best be understood as a singular, albeit 

complex, system."** In 1980, the Task Force on 
Contemporary World Studies of the State Department of 
Education in Minnesota listed six primary goals that 

ought to be addressed as part of any global programme 
that seeks to develop "global citizenship". Emphasizing 
interdependence, global patterns, and futures 
perspectives, they commented on the need to pay 
attention to the "systems" factor in global education.** 
These systems or patterns of interaction** may be found 

in diverse areas (such as science, politics, trade, to
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name a few) so that we see "the globalization of the 
human condition".** Even our culture is becoming 
increasingly globalized.**

Although the global curriculum literature gives no 
universally accepted definition of global education per 
se, it does set down a number of accepted principles 
that determine if one's curriculum is global in nature. 
As stated above, Hanvey set down his "five Itey 
dimensions... [of a] global perspective"*', while Pike 
and Selby speak of "five aims of global education which 
constitute the irreducible global perspective"**. Since 
a global education definition still appears to be in the 
developmental stage, perhaps it is suitable and helpful 

to conclude by stating what global education is not.

First and foremost, it's not a form of 
political ideology or a subtle advocacy 
of "one-worIdism". It's not a single 
new social studies course or a series 
of separate unrelated lessons, nor 
is it intended to replace subjects or 
courses already being taught. And 
global education doesn't mean simply 
doing more of what you've already 
done under a new label. And finally, 
though it need not be an expensive 
add-on, global education can't really 
be taught successfully without at 
least some cost and effort.*’
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RESULTS

Demographics :
Of the thirty-seven (37) Senior High School Social 

Studies teaeh#** in the Colchester-East Hants District 
included in this study, eighteen (18) work at the 
Cobequid Educational Centre in Truro, four (4) work at 
North Colchester in Tatamagouche, four (4) at Hants 
North in Kennetcook, five (5) at South Colchester in 
Brookfield, and six (6) at Hants East in Milford. For a 

breakdown of the responses to the questionnaire, refer 
to Appendix One.

Of thirty-seven teachers, twenty-two (22) have as 

their highest degree a BA, BSc, and/or BEd; while eight 
(8) have an MA in Education and/or a Masters in 

Education; five (5) have a Masters of Arts and/or 
Science; none has a doctorate. Two members are without 
academic degrees.

Thirty (30) indicated that Social Studies is their 
"area of greatest specialization", while others 
indicated Math and/or Science (2), Business (1), English 
(2), and "others" (2) as their specialized areas.

The data on years of teaching experience and 
teachers' ages indicates that eleven (11) teachers have
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taught for fewer than seven years, fourteen (14) have 
between seven and twenty-one years of teaching 

experience, eleven (11) others have taught for more than 
twenty-one years, while one has taught for more than 
twenty-nine years. Twenty-three (23) are between the 
ages of thirty and forty-nine, nine (9) are younger that 

thirty, while five (5) are fifty years of age or older. 
None is sixty or older. The data (see Table 1) seems to 
indicate that there is a broad base of teaching 

experience in the District, with most (21) of the Senior 

High Social Studies teachers in the middle years of 
their careers, with eight to twenty-nine years 
experience.

TABLE 1 
IGI AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Years of 
Experience

over
29 1
22-29 1 ( 4
15-21 2 5
8-K 7
T or 
fewer

9 2

28-29 38-39 48-49 58-59 60+
Years of Age
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Hypothesis 1 1 :
The study sought to test Hypothesis II, i.e. that 

"Senior High School Social Studies Teachers in the 

Colchester-East Hants District have sufficient and 
appropriate academic background to teach the new global 
education."

TMII 2 ICMIHIC IICtGIOUID (laibei of àcalnlc Couses Takes by tie Teachers in the Saiple)
liibei of Icideiic Coiisoi Tokos 1 1 2 3-4 5 4 1 or more
Cassda snd/oi the Dsited ttstcs 4 1 12 4 1
Cestcal iMilca asd Latls lierica 21 1 1 1 1
loith'Sooth lelatlOBshlps 15 21 2 1 a
last'fost lolatioaskips 13 H 3 1 I
liiope (ttlastic to Dials) 1 11 ( 4 3
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Except for "Canada and/or the United States" and 

"Europe (Atlantic to Urals)", there were few other 

"courses ... taken that were related to ideas, issues, 

problems, etc. that dealt with ..." Latin America, 

Africa, Asia, or East-West or North-South relationships. 

While twenty-four (24) respondents had taken three or 

more courses dealing with Canada and/or the United 

States, and thirteen (13) had taken three or more
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courses dealing with Europe, teachers indicated that 
their academic backgrounds in the other regions of the 
globe were very limited indeed.

Twenty-eight (28) of the sample indicated that they 
had never taken a course dealing with Central or Latin 
America; eight others had taken one or two such courses; 
while one had taken seven or more courses. In 
North-South relationships, thirty-five (35) indicated 
little or no academic background, and two indicated 
having taken three or four courses. With East-West 
relationships, thirteen (13) have taken no courses, 
nineteen (19) have one or two courses, three (3) 
respondents have three or four, and one has five or six. 
Twenty-eight (28) are without academic courses in 
Africa, eight (8) have one or two courses, and only one 
has three or four. While one teacher indicated having 
seven or more courses dealing with Asia, nineteen (19) 
have not taken any such academic courses, and seventeen 
(17) indicated having taken one or two courses.

In order to determine the academic preparedness of 
individual teachers in the Colchester-East Hants 
District to teach global issues and perspectives, five 
global courses were set as the minimal academic 
criterion. Any combination of five courses that related 
to the study of issues, events, and problems "in 
considerable depth" that dealt with Central and Latin 
America, North-South relationships, Africa, and/or Asia 
were deemed to have satisfied this measurement. Courses
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that were primarily concerned with Canada and/or the 
United States, East-West relationships, and Europe were 
not considered to have a sufficient global perspective. 
It should be noted that there could be some distortion 
in this measurement, since an individual could 
potentially use the same course when responding to 

North-South relationships and/or Central and Latin 
America, Africa, and Asia. Another distortion likely 

occurred due to the range of possible responses. 
Respondents were asked to indicate whether they had 

taken "no courses", "one to two courses", "three to four 
courses", "five to six courses", or "seven or more". 

Because of the range of potential responses, an 
absolutely accurate count of courses cannot be made. If, 
for example, as Teacher #14 in Appendix Two indicated, 
one to two courses were taken in Central and Latin 
America, North-South relationships, Africa, and Asia, 

for the purposes of this study, he/she may have taken 

from four to eight courses.

As the table in Appendix Two clearly shows, the 
teachers in this sample have a wide variety of academic 
backgrounds. Two (i.e., teachers numbered 3 and 27 in 

Appendix Two) appear to have very strong academic 
backgrounds in global related studies. Seven others 

(teachers numbered 12, 14, 15, 16, 24, 30, and 32) have 
five or more courses. Using the criterion of five 

courses in the relevant global areas, only nine (9) 
teachers have the requisite, minimum academic
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backgzound. On the othez hand, twenty-eight (28) do not 
meet this functional criterion. It would appear that the 
Social Studies teachers of the Colchester-East Hants 
District are generally underqualified in global content 

and perspectives.
The responses to the questions on educational 

backgrounds, therefore, tend to refute the hypothesis 
that the teachers have sufficient and appropriate 
academic experience to teach the new global curriculum.

Hypothesis 12:

Teachers responded very positively to the 
"curricular need" for Global History (29) and Geography 
(29) in Questions #26 and #27, respectively. When asked 
in Question #30 to select the word or phrase that "best 
describes the new global courses", none selected 
"unnecessary", although twelve (12) reacted tentatively, 
while twenty-four (24) said it was either "a good idea 
whose time has come" or "much needed". The responses 

appear to support the second hypothesis, i.e. that 
"Senior High School Social Studies teachers in the 

Colchester-East Hants District are fundamentally 
receptive to the idea of global education".
Hypotnesis #3:

The third hypothesis dealt with the presumption 

that "Senior High School Social Studies teachers in the 
Colchester-East Hants District are fundamentally 
supportive of the proposed global curriculum for the
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senlor high schools". When asked about their colleagues' 

views of the proposed global courses per se, rather than 
their attitude towards global education generally, only 
one teacher at the C.E.C described his/her colleagues' 
attitudes towards the new curriculum (QK32) as being 
"resistant"; although thirteen (13) viewed their peers 
as being "indifferent", while twenty (20) were regarded 
as "tentatively supportive", and one teacher was 
considered to be "eagerly supportive". The third 

hypothesis, therefore, seems to be supported, although 
the teachers indicated that their support for the new 
curriculum itself is not unconditional.
Hypothesis #4:

The fourth hypothesis tested if "Senior High 
School Social Studies teachers in the Colchester-East 

Hants District are aware and knowledgeable of the 
intent, content, and structure of the two new global 
courses proposed for Grade XII". Although thirty-six 
(36) teachers have heard of the new curriculum (QI16), 

only eighteen have seen the Global History draft 

curriculum guide and twenty-one (21) have seen the draft 
guide for Global Geography. Twenty (20) indicated that 
they have had a opportunity to discuss the drafts with 

their colleagues.
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Prom Table 3, significance was indicated between 
curriculum awareness and ability and opportunity to 
discuss and interact with peers (R=.489, p<,05), with 
principals and vice principals (R=.609, p<.05), and with 
the NSTU Global Education Director (R«.710, p<.05). No 
significance was indicated if teachers had had a chance 
to either discuss the curriculum with curriculum 
consultants (R**.165) or curriculum planners (R*.328)
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from the N.S. Department of Education. Ho significance 
was indicated between personal views of global education 

(Questions #26-929) and present awareness of the new 
curriculum (QI49).

When asked to select the statement that best 
describes their "present awareness" of the "new 

curriculum objectives and guidelines of Global History 
and Global Geography" (QI49), two were "totally unaware 

of the new curriculum", and fifteen (15) were "vaguely 
aware". Twenty (20) indicated that they had a "general" 
(13), "good" (4), or "excellent" (3) understanding. Of 

the thirty-seven respondents, only seven teachers felt 

that they had a "good" to "excellent" understanding of 

the objectives and guidelines of the new curriculum. 

Table 5 contains the responses. In Questions #50 and 
#51, this was further qualified to six teachers for the 

Global Geography and five teachers for Global History 
who felt confident enough to indicate a "good" to "very 

good" awareness of the new curricula objectives.
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Question #35 dealt with the degree to which 
teachers felt "consulted" during the developmental 
stages of the new Global curriculum. Only two teachers 
felt highly consulted, seven (7) felt moderately 
consulted, while twenty-eight (28) felt "unconsulted". A 
significant relationship (Table 3) is indicated between 
the degree of consultation in Question #35 (R=.464, 

p<.05) and curriculum awareness.
The degree to which teachers felt informed of the 

new curriculum endeavour during its developmental stages 

was addressed in Question #36. Twenty-three (23) felt 
"uninformed", twelve (12) felt moderately informed, and 

two felt highly informed. Significance was also 
indicated between the degree to which one felt "informed 
during the development" of the curriculum in Question 
#36 (R.575, p<.05) and awareness of the new curriculum 
objectives and guidelines (Table 3).

It would appear, therefore, that Hypothesis #4 has 
not been proved. Generally, teachers do not seem to be 
aware and knowledgeable of the intent, content, and 

structure of the new curriculum.
Hypothesis #5:

The fifth hypothesis (i.e., "... teachers ... have 
in their schools sufficient resources to teach the new 
global curriculum.") focussed on the logistics of 

teaching the new curriculum from a teacher's
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perspective. Only twenty (20) teachers were asked to 
respond to Questions #52 to #63 about materials and 
resources (see Appendix). When asked about applicable 
"available materials" of their own (Q#58 & #59), only 
five teachers had access to personal material for Global 
Geography, while eight teachers had such material for 
Global History. Similarly, when asked about "appropriate 
materials" in their schools (Q#60 & #61), six responded 

positively for Global Geography and five did so for 
Global History. For accessible "up-to-date or easily 
updated" material (Q#62 & #63), six teachers responded 
positively for Global Geography and five for Global 
History. The data tends to refute Hypothesis #5.
Teachers do not appear to have access to sufficient 
resources to teach the new Global curriculum.
Hypothesis #6:

The sixth hypothesis tested whether teachers 
considered themselves to "have been adequated involved 

in the curriculum development process." Question #35 
directly asked if teachers felt consulted/unconsulted 

during the developmental stages of the Global 
curriculum. Twenty-eight (28) felt unconsulted, seven 
(7) were neither positive nor negative, while two 

teachers felt positive about the consultation. In 
Question #36, which dealt with how informed teachers 
felt "during the development of the new Global 
curriculum", twenty-three (23) responded negatively, 

twelve (12) responded tentatively, while two teachers
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responded in a positive manner. Hypothesis 16 would also 

appear to be refuted.
Hypothesis #7:

The study endeavoured to ascertain the degree of 

teacher confidence in a number of agencies, offices, 
committees, and administrators. The questions were posed 

in the following manner: "[How] much confidence do you 

have in the effective contribution of the following in 
the implementation of the new global programme?". Table 
6 gives the confidence responses for the District, while 

Table 7 gives a breakdown and comparison by the five 

senior high schools in the District.
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For the Department of Education, fourteen (14) 

teachers indicated weak confidence, while eight (8) 
exhibited strong confidence. Eighteen (18) teachers 

noted their weak confidence in the Central Office's 

ability to effectively contribute to the Implementation
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of the new curriculum, while only four (4) demonstrated 
strong confidence in Central Office. Principals and 
vice-principal received strong confidence from eleven 
(11) teachers and weak confidence from sixteen (16). 
Department heads received strong confidence responses 
from seventeen (17) teachers, as opposed to only six (6) 
negative responses. Board-wide curriculum committees 
(eight strong and fifteen weak responses) and board-wide 
leadership committees (four strong and seventeen weak 
responses) did not received much teacher endorsement. 
Eleven (11) weak, eleven (11) moderate, and twelve (12) 
strong confidence responses were given to existing 
in-servicing agencies. Teacher confidence rose for 
"sample teaching packages" (fifteen strong and eight 
weak responses). When asked how "useful" to their 
"teaching effectiveness" either a "clearing-house of 
teaching ideas and strategies" or "co-operation amongst 
teachers in exchanging ideas" were, eleven (11) teachers 
strongly endorsed the idea of a clearing-house, ten (10) 
moderately supported the idea, while fifteen demonstrate 
weak confidence in it. For "co-operation amongst 
teachers in exchanging ideas", nineteen (19) felt 
strongly that this was useful to them, five gave weak 
responses, while thirteen (13) gave moderate responses 
to the question.

Table 7 breakdowns the confidence responses by 

schools. Generally, Hants East, South Colchester, and 
Hants North have neither indicated very strong nor very
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weak patterns of responses in confidence. Of the four 
Social Studies teachers at North Colchester, two have 
indicated very weak confidence in the effective 
implementation contributions of the 

principal/vice-principal, while three indicated very 
weak confidence in the department head and board-wide 
curriculum committees. At the C.E.C., there were some 
consistencies indicated by the eighteen teachers. Lack 
of confidence was disclosed for the Department of 
Education (eleven weak responses), Central Office 

(twelve), the principal/vice-principal (nine), 
board-wide leadership committees (ten), and a 
clearing-house of ideas and strategies (nine). On the 
other hand, at the C.E.C. stronger confidence was noted 

for the Social Studies department head (thirteen strong 

responses) and co-operation amongst teachers in 
exchanging ideas (ten).

The responses to the questions on the degree of 

teacher confidence tended to neither prove nor disprove 
the seventh hypothesis. Confidence appears to vary for 
existing administrative and support systems.
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CHAPTER, FI.VB 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Overall/ the Colchester-East Hants Senior High 
Social Studies teaching staff is highly experienced. 
Only eleven members have fewer than seven years 
experience, while the twenty-six remaining have more. 
Thus the challenge for the implementation of the global 

education innovation is to enthuse this experienced 
group of teachers and focus their talents and energies 

towards effectively implementing the new global 
curriculum. Generally, these teachers seem receptive to 

the innovation, and this may ameliorated some potential 
resistance. There are, however, a number of other 
problems that ought to be addressed if a smooth and 

effective global education implementation is to be 

effected in this school district. An experienced 
teaching staff cannot by itself resolve those issues, 

and the Identified weaknesses in the staff's academic 
background alone suggests that successful classroom 
implementation requires other contributions to the 
implementation process.

-58-
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One recurrent theme expressed by the teachers (see 
Appendix, Questions *82, *85, and *86) was the 
recognition that meaningful global education 
in-servicing was required in order for the 

implementation process to work smoothly. The teachers 
have identified their own academic weaknesses in terms 
of global understandings, and perhaps the in-servicing 
requirements should include upgrading of content 
information in the areas of Latin America, Africa, Asia, 
and North-South Studies. This would be in addition to 

the detailed in-servicing work on global education 
principles and objectives.

Furthermore, the survey revealed a need for

global-related materials and resources. In fact, only a
small percentage of respondents in this survey indicated 

that their schools has sufficient materials or resources 
for either Global History or Global Geography. The 
implementation process must, therefore, not only

consider the requirements of the human resources in the
District and provide a broad-based in-servicing 
programme, but also provide necessary allocations for 

the acquisition of materials and resources to ensure the 

success of the global education programme.
The development of goal-relevant classroom teaching 

practices and their continued refinement may be 
facilitated by revising existing in-servicing practices. 
Teachers should have professional task-oriented contact 
with one another, and this was reflected in a number of
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comments by teachers. Goodwill, enthusiasm, risk-taking, 
and innovation need to be cultivated. This requires an 
in-servicing strategy to include the individual Global 
History and/or Geography classroom teacher as an 
integral and important part of the implementation and 
evaluation processes. This will require the allocation 
of It is an unfortunate truism in the
Colchester-East Hants District that little meaningful 
contact occurs between and amongst colleagues from the 
various high schools.

Hypothesis i tested if "Senior High School Social 

Studies Teachers in the Colchester-East Hants District 
have sufficient and appropriate academic background to 
teach the new global education." The questions 
specifically applied to the proposed coûtent of Global 

History and/or Geography. Especially at the senior high 
level, academic readiness is central to any new 

curriculum endeavour.
In refuting Hypothesis /, the data raises a crucial 

concern relating to teacher academic preparedness. For 
the new global curriculum there is the dearth of 
academic backgrounding in a number of salient areas, 
particularly since their exploration appears to be at 

the heart of the new curriculum. Most teachers appear to 

be starkly ill-qualified in the areas of study dealing 
with Africa, Latin America, Asia, East-West or 

North-South relations. Perhaps, because the Nova Scotia 
Social Studies curriculum has for many years been
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strongly inclined towards North American content 
(especially Canadian Studies), the aggregate Social 
Studies teaching staff is weighted heavily towards those 
who have extensive backgrounds in Canadian and America 
historical, geographical, economic, and/or political 
issues. If one considers that just over one-third or 
twelve teachers have three of more courses that directly 
pertain to Europe, the District staff's collective 
ability to discuss even the first theme of the Global 
History course (Bast-West relations) in a balanced 
manner and in some depth is somewhat compromised.

In short, in the Colchester-East Hants District, we 
appear to have an aggregate Social Studies teaching 
staff that is "North American centred". This presents 

numerous challenges and opportunities for district-wide 
and inter-school in-servicing. The curriculum 

implementation literature suggests that teachers should 
be encouraged to work together on curriculum, to 

communicate with one another and with the levels of the 
administration on issues that directly relate to the 

curriculum implementation and evaluation processes.' 
Moreover, if global issues are to be discussed and 

taught from a truly "global perspective"*, and thereby 
be truly global in nature, rather than be applied on the 
basis of "creative non-use"* where the "appearance 
rather than the reality of change"* is implemented, then 

teachers ought to have some grounding in regions and 
issues outside of North America and acquire an
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understanding of the methodologies of teaching the 
content of the courses from relevant global 
perspectives. The intent and content of the draft 
outlines from the N.S. Department of Education courses 
implicitly expects that teachers of Global History and 
Global Geography have a good grasp of those global 
perspectives, as well as a wide knowledge by which to 

apply those perspectives.
Once the teachers of the new Global History and 

Global Geography are chosen, they should be encouraged 
to work together and with the administration so that 
they come to "own"' the innovation itself. This may be 
an easier prospect in the larger schools of Hants East 

and the CSC. What is also needed is a mechanism whereby 
the smaller schools can contribute to and benefit from 
constructive pr'ofess ional and collegial interaction, 

Time should be found for this. Some suggestions are as 
follows:

1. Two district-wide implementation task forces 
should be established, one in Global 
Geography and the other in Global History.

2. Participation in the task forces would 
depend on prospective future teaching 
assignment with the new global courses.

3. Close co-ordination with the NSTU Global 
Studies Director (David Ferns) is suggested.
He would assist in organizing workshops
and in-servicing.

4. Social Studies in-servicing needs to be 
rethought. In the context of the findings 
in this study, it needs to address specific 
content and skills issues as defined by 
teacher need for classroom effectiveness.

5. Given the very limited background that 
many teachers have in global related 
issues, administrators should consider 
targeting specific and strategically
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located teachers to take study-leaves to 
prepare themselves for teaching the global 
courses. Depending upon what programmes 
may be available, these leaves may vary 
from a couple of weeks to a year.

With Hypothesis 2, even though the teachers 
demonstrated little understanding of the new curriculum 
itself, they responded very positively to the 
"curricular need" for Global History and Geography. The 
second hypothesis was validated in that "Senior High 
School Social Studies teachers in the Colchester-East 
Hants District are fundamentally receptive to the idea 
of global education". This ought to make in-servicing 
decisions easier.

The intent of Hypothesis 3 was to build upon the 

previous hypothesis. The third hypothesis presumed that 
"Senior High School Social Studies teachers in the 

Colchester-East Hants District are fundamentally 
supportive of the proposed global curriculum for the 

senior high schools". There seems to be general support 
amongst the teachers.

Although many teachers in the District feel that 
they lack the academic background to teach the new 

curriculum, and only a few feel that they have a "good" 
to "excellent" understanding of the new curriculum, and 

most feel excluded from the curriculum assessment and 

development processes, one would think that dispair 
would reign regarding the new curriculum. But not sol 

Most of the teaching staff reacted positively to the 
curricular needs of Global History and Global Geography.
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Thexe appears to be no significant entrenched resistance 
to the curriculum. There does appear to be widespread 
tentaCjve support. This Is potentially very promising, 

since it should also make in-servlcing somewhat easier 
to define. It also may mean that administrators and 
teacher-lnnovators will have fewer attitudlnal hurdles 
to overcome from others In the teaching staffs."

Hypothesis 4 tested If "Senior High School Social 
Studies teachers In the Colchester-East Hants District 
are aware and knowledgeable of the intent, content, and 

structure of the two new global courses proposed for 
Grade XII". It is very apparent from this study that the 
teachers, at best, have a general or cursory knowledge 

of the new curriculum. This is not really surprising, 
given the day-to-day demands of the Job, the lack of 
teacher Involvement In the curriculum development and 

assessment stages, and the virtually non-existent 
In-servicing by the Department of Education. Many 
teachers (see Appendix, ÛI82, Q#85, and ÛI86) called for 

a greater in-servlcing effort in order to acquaint them 
with and prepare them for the new curriculum.

There Is a significant correlation between the 
general awareness teachers have of the curriculum 

objectives and guidelines and their opportunity to 
discuss and Interact with their peers, vlce-prlnclpals 

and principals. This supports the curriculum 
Implementation literature that asserts the Importance 
for teachers of personal "face-to-face contact"' with
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other teachers and with administrators. "Halfhearted 
administrators can expect only a lukewarm response from 
teachers. "*

Hypothesis 5 (i.e., "... teachers ... have in 
their schools sufficient resources to teach the new 
global curriculum.") focussed on the logistics of 
teaching the new curriculum from a teacher's 
perspective. In order to respond to this, it was assumed 
that teachers had to have a general, good, or excellent 
understanding of the new curriculum objectives and 
guidelines (Q#49). Only twenty, a little over half of 
the teachers responded. Evidently, few teachers in the 
District have available global-related materials of 
their own. It would appear that the schools in the 
District are without much global-related material for 

classroom use.
Teachers voiced a great deal of concern about 

needed resource allocations to facilitate the new global 

curriculum. In response to Questions #85 (see Appendix 

One), many teachers called for more and needed spending 
on relevant and applicable materials, such as 

films/videos, televisions monitors and VCRs for the 
classroom, access to current newspapers and magazines, 
up-to-date texts, etc. As some of the teachers asserted,
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"piopw ail latest listoty boot ... aevs media iifoxaation ... vaxloos iigatiies ... ups, claits*. (lottb Colehestei)failing fox eurent lofoiaitloi, newspapers, ngaslnes, etc ... closer relationship with other teachers (fbat's going on In other clnssroems teaching the sane courses?)*, (lasts last)"permission to use published materials from the television, papers, magaxlnes, 
etc.* (lasts last)"Information of programming ... boohs ... Inservlclng perspectives ... IV materials ... copyright permissions", (lants lorth)"Time, resources, co-ordination, commitment". (CIC)"Teachers must he provided with the resources to do the Job. It Is unrealistic to Implement major cnrxlculnm changes and expect the teacher to prepare the curricnlia ud. find the resources. There are enough in-the-loh pressures as Is without adding the responsibility of curriculum preparation." (CIC)"(Vhat Is needed Is) proper long-term In-servlcing opportunities ...Department and Board funding for planning execution of Teacher Test committees, worhshops, acquisition of appropriate resources heyoad la) basic text." (CiC) "access to materials, both for content and format ... 1 tnow how the outlying schools end up wits minimal resources for curriculum Implementtlon". (CIC) "texts ... media services (TV shows, photocopies of articles) ... films/videos ... inservices on the new curriculum". (South Colchester)"access to up-to-date audio-video media ... access to current periodicals ... freedon from unrealistic, Imposed expectations ... time to Implement a good program ... Inservlclng to share ideas with others." (CIC)

Hypothesis 6 investigated whether teachers 

considered themselves to "have been adequated involved 
in the curriculum development process." Only two 

teachers felt consulted and informed during the 

developmental stages of the Global curriculum. Although 
this would seem, at first glance, to be a serious 

mitigating factor against a smooth and effective 

implementation of the global curriculum, it may be 
overcome, since there appears to be sufficient residual 
tentative goodnill towards the idea of global education 

per se» If the overriding teacher concerns are 

addressed, it would appear that teachers are willing and
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eager to co-operate. Again, these concerns are primarily 
directed at teaching and learning resources for 
themselves and their students and teacher-centred 
in-servicing that is clearly directed towards classroom 
implementation of the global curriculum.

In testing Hypothes is 7, it was found that there 
was a mixed and tentative degree of teacher corfidence 
in a number of agencies, offices, committees, and 

administrators. The question asked was "(Howl much 
confidence do you have in the effective contribution of 
the following in the implementation of the new global 

programme?". Implied in the question was another 
question: i.e. "How useful are the following to you as a 

classroom teacher?". Since the issues of confidence and 
trust are central to the Implementation process, it is a 
relevant and potentially helpful idea to get some idea 
of the views of the teachers about 'officialdom*.

It appears from the responses to Questions #39 to 
#48 that, except in one case, confidence increased 
marginally the closer the teachers were to the agency, 

office, committee, or adminstrator. The one exception is 
the reaction to Central Office. The Department of 

Education in Halifax solicited greater confidence than 

the Central Office in Truro. Similarly, those things 
that teachers felt that they could directly influence 
(sample teaching packages and exchange of ideas between 

teachers) garnered more favourable responses than those 
they could not or have not directly influenced
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(board-wide committees, in-servicing agencies, or a 
clearing-house of ideas and strategies).

The Central Administrative Office of the District 
fared worse than the Department of Education in Halifax. 
Teachers have somewhat greater confidence in their 
principals and vice-principals. Of those schools which 
have Social Studies department heads, these 
teacher/administors were regarded with greater 
confidence than other administrators. Teachers did not 
demonstrate much enthusiasm for either the board-wide 
curriculum committees or the board-wide leadership 
committees.

Although teachers requested increased in-servicing, 
their reactions to the existing in-servicing agencies 

was tentative indeed. Only twelve teachers gave the 
existing in-servicing agency a vote of confidence. There 
is an evident need here to rethink Social Studies 
in-servicing.

It appears that many teachers were hopeful about 
the potential worth to themselves of "sample teaching 
packages" and "co-operation amongst teachers in 

exchanging ideas". This is consistent with their call 
for teaching resources packages and strategies for the 
classroom.

While this study concentrated on the teachers of 

the Colchester-East Hants District, the conclusions may 
be relevant to the province as a whole. The data shows 

that the proposed Senior High School Global History and
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Global Geography innovations require considerable 
pze-implementation support in anticipation of their 
province-wide employment by 1993. This support needs to 
come from a number of key areas. Extensive and 
appropriate work in global content and global education 
objectives ought to be the first goal of any anticipated 
in-service programme for the impending two Grade XII 
global courses. In order for Social Studies teachers to 
incorporate and integrate global perspectives into their 

teaching, appropriate in-servicing is needed. Second, 
the logistical needs of the classroom teachers should be 
addressed, so that support is found for additional 
materials, equipment, and resources. Third, a network 
for consultation and co-operation ought to be 

constructed to re-inforce the tentative teacher support 
and receptivity for the global innovation. Fourth, 
greater consultation should be undertaken with relevant 

curriculum authorities, consultants, and designers in 
order to increase the teacher awareness and recognition 
of the global education agenda and curriculum.

This situation, as described here, is not hopeless. 
There is a solid base from which to begin building 

confidence, expertise, and a materials collection for 

the curriculum innovation. However, without addressing 
the main issues and concerns that this study raises, 

this base may be rapidly eroded to the point where the 
innovation itself would be doomed to a less energetic 
and successful implementation than ought to be expected.
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The teachers in the Colchester-East Hants District, 
thus, have identified issues, directions, and strategies 
for the development of specific and concerted actions to 
smooth the way for the introduction of global education 
in this district. For Social Studies Senior High global 

curriculum implementation in Nova Scotia as a whole, 
perhaps these teachers, in reflecting their provincial 

colleagues' views and concerns, have given some guidance 
to other districts as well.
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U g L M U A l i m
1. Tear School : 1, iaats last ( (16%)2. Soith Colcheitei S (14%)3. lottb Colehestei 4 (11%)4. CIC 11 (4t%)5. lasts lo th 4 (11%)
2. highest Attaiaed Academic Degtee: 1. IA, ISc, lid 22 (S4%)2. IA in Idacation, lid 1 (22%)3. NA,ISc 5 (14%)4. Pbd 1 ( 0%)5. aoae 2 ( S%)
3. Academic area of greatest specialliation1. lath aad/ot Sciences 2 ( 5%)2. laiiiess 1 ( 3%)3. Social Stadias 31 (11%)4. laglisb 2 ( S%)S. others 0 ( 0%)
4, Teachiag lipetieace : 1. fewt than 7 years 11 (34%)2. 1 to 14 years 7 (19%)3. IS to 21 years 7 (19%)4. 22 to 2S years 11 (30%)S. over 2S years I ( 3%)
5. Age: 1. 21 to 2S years of age 9 (24%)2. 30 te 3S years of age 12 (32%)3. 41 to 4S years of age 11 (31%)4. SO to S) years of age S (14%)S. (0 years of age or over 1 ( 1%)
(. fts a teichir of Social SkaSioo, vhat perceatage of yoic teackiag load deal# vltli ligh School Social Stadie# coaiset.

1. W  (1 of 5 teachiag aaaigaieatsl t (Ifh)2. ill (2 of 5 teachiag aiiigaaeatal S (14%)3. (6% (3 of 5 teachiag aiaigaieatal 2 ( S%)4. S#% 14 of S teachiag aasigaacatal ( |1(%)5. IISI IS 01 S teaching aaaigameata) IS (4S%)
T. Oa the basil of yoac academic bachgtoaad, iateieit, aad/oc teachiag eipeiieace, vhich aubject aiea do yea feel moat gaalified to teach

1. listoty IS ($1%)2. Geogiapby ( (14%)3. Icoaoiics t (1S%)4. Nodiia lorld Srobleu 1 ( It)5. Sociology 4 (11%)S. ao tespoaie 1 I 3%)
Qaeitioai #14: iov many academic coatees base yoa taken that mete tainted to idea#, isaaei, events, ptobien, etc, that dealt with the felloviag ateas ia coasidetable depth?
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1. none 4 (11%)2. 1-2 courses 1 (22%)3, 3 4 cowrsM 12 (32%)4 . 5  1 courses 4 (11%)5 , 7  or more courses 1 (22%)HO response 1 ( 3%)
1. none 21 (76%)2. 1-2 courses 1 (22%)3. 3 4 courses 0 ( 1%)4. 5-( courses 1 ( 0%)5. 7 or more courses 1 ( 3%)
1. none 15 (41%)2. 1-2 courses 20 (54%)3. 3-4 courses 2 ( 5%|4. 5-1 courses 0 ( 1%)5. 7 or more courses 1 ( 0%)
1. none 13 (35%)2. 1-2 courses 11 (51%)3. 3-4 courses 3 ( 1%)4. 5-6 courses 1 ( 3%)5. 7 or more courses 0 ( 1%)
1. none 7 115%)2. 1-2 courses 17 (46%)3. 3-4 courses 6 (16%)4. 5-6 courses 4 111%)5. 7 or more courses 3 ( 1%)
1. none 21 (76%)2. 1-2 courses 1 (22%)3. 3*4 courses 1 ( 3%)4. 5-6 courses 1 ( 0%)5 . 7  or more courses 0 ( 1%)
1. none 15 (51%)2. 1-2 courses 17 (46%)3. 3-4 courses 1 ( 0%)4. 5 6 courses 1 ( #%)5. 7 or more courses 1 ( 3%)

15, fo what degree do yon feel that yoi follow International Usees, problems, concerns, and events on a legolai basis? Select y o u  response from the 1 to 5 scale, with one being the lowest (i.e., *1 don't follow international problems, concerns,» events very inch.*) and 5 the highest (i.e. 'I devote a great deal of time and effort to edacating myself abont international concerns.'!. 1. I don't very msch 1 ( It)2. I d e a  little 4 (11%)3. I do a moderate amount 13 (35%)4. I do giitc a hit 12 (12%)5. I do a great deal 1 (11%)
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CTIIICOLBM i S i m m i t  i IMPLimiMtlOl OUMtlOli;
1(. lave joi beiid about tbc lew llgb tcbool ioclal Itodies cKiicilii deallig «itb Global iiatoxy aad Global Gaogiapby? 1. y »  3( (Ht)2. 10 1 1  3t)11. lave yoi teea tbe draft curriculum guide for Global liitory?

1. yes It (HI)2. DO II (HI)
10 respeaie 1 (31)II. lave you scea tbe draft curricula# guide for Global Geogtayby?1. yes 21 (571)2. BO II (43%)13. lave you read tbe Global listory curriculum draft proposal?1. yes 13 (35%)2. 10 24 (15%)21. lave you read the Global Geography curriculum draft proposal?1. yes 17 (41%)2. BO 21 (54%)21. lave you bad as opportoaity to discuss either or both drafts with your colleagues (teicbers/departieit beads)? 1. yes 20 (54%)2. BO 17 (41%)22. lave you bad am opportoaity to discuss either or both drafts with school admiaistrators (vice priacipals/priacipals/local toclal ttodies coasiltaats)?1. yes 5 (24%)2. BO 21 (71%)23. lave you bad aa opportoaity to discuss either or both drafts with Oepartmeat of iducatioa curriculum coasultaats? 1. yes I (22%)2. BO 23 (71%)24. lave you bad aa opportualty to discuss either or both drafts with Department of Uocation curriculum plaaaets?

1. yes 5 (14%)2. BO 30 (11%)BO tespoase 2 ( 5%)25. lave you bad an opportunity to discuss either or both drafts with the ISTU Global Task force representative? 1. yes I (11%)2. so 23 (71%)ao response 2 ( 5%)21. la your vie*, is there a curricular meed for Global listory?1. yes 23 (71%)2 ao 2 ( 5%)3. BO opinion I (11%)27. In your vie*, is there a curricalar need for Global Geography?1. yes 23 (71%)2 ao 1 ( 3%)3. ao opinion 7 (13%)21. la your vie*, at *hat grade level should a global course per se be offered?1. Grade primary-3 I ( 1%)2. Grade 4 1 I ( 1%)3. Grade 7 3 5 (14%)4. Grade 11-12 31 (11%)5. not at all I ( 1%)ao response 2 ( 5%)



2). At vkit grade level thonld 'global elaieots' be iatiodnced to the caulcilii?1. Grade prlnary*3 7 (11%)2. Grade 4*1 11 (30%)3. Grade 7*1 13 (35%)4. Grade 11*12 4 (11%)5. not at all 1 ( 1%)no response 2 ( 5%)

31. Ii y o u  vie*, which of the follovlag voold best describe the aev global courses?1. innecessary 0 ( 1%)2. another trendy passing fad 4 111%)3. Imposed I (22%)4. a good Idea whose time has come 1? |4(%)1 much needed 2 |1)%)no response 1 I 3%)31. Before today, have yon ever been asked your opinion on the new curriculum?1. yes II |4)%)2. no II (41%)3. can't recall 1 | 3%)
32. Overall, how would you best describe your colleagues' attitudes towards the aew curriculum?1. resistant 1 ( 3%)2. unsupportive 0 ( 0%)3. Indifferent 13 (35%)4. tentatively supportive 20 (54%)5. eagerly supportive 1 ( 3%)no response 2 ( 5%)
33. Complete the following statement on the basis of your own professional opinion: 'Generally speaking, today's students arc j _  of most International Issues, events, and problems as compared to egulvaleot students of II or 15 years ago.1. much less aware 2 ( St|2. a little less aware 3 I 1%)3. about as aware 13 |3S%)4. a little more aware 14 (31%)5. much more aware I (11%)mo response 1 I 3%)
34. then you were a student In iigb School, were you (more/less/iust as) aware of International Issues than students today? 1. more 13 (35%)2. less 15 (41%)3. lust as 9 (24%)
35. On a scale of 1*5 (1 belag the lowest or 'feels not consulted at all', while 5 means 'feels very highly consulted'), to what degree do you feel consulted during the development of the new Global cutrlculna? 1. feels very non consulted II (51%)2. feels gsitc non consulted I (24%)3. feels neutral towards degree of consultation 1 (11%)4. feels gulte consulted 1 ( 3%)5. feels very highly consulted 1 ( 3%)
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)(. O b • icalt if 1 5  |1 Ixiog tkt loviit or *fceli iiiifoiMd at all', while 5 m i b s  'feali vtij 
highly eoBSiltad), to what degrte do yoi feel iifotied doilBg the derelopMBt of the lew Global 
cetiicolBi?

1. fccli weiy u i B f o i M d  II (111)2. feel: geltc iiifoiied I (211)3. feel# UBtiil 12 (321)I. feeli gaite lafotmed 1 ( 31)S. feels waxy Imfoimed 1 ( 3%)
31. Ob a scale of 1 5  (1 belag the lowest oi 'they aie vety disinterested', while 5 u i s s  'they are 

highly laterested'l, is y o u  opinion, how interested are y o n  stedents in international Issnes, 
eweats, aad problens? 1. weiy disinterested 2 ( 51)2. golte disinterested I (1(1)3. some are interested and some are not 15 (121)I. gulte interested 12 (321)5. very Interested 2 ( 511

31 On a scale of 1*5 (1 being the lowest or 'they are very nataowledgeable', while 5 at.as 'they are very knowledgeable'), in your opinion, how knowledgeable arc your students in international Issaes, events, and problems? 1. very mnknowledgeable 2 ( 51)2. gmite mnknowledgeable 11 (III)3. some are/some arc mot 13 (351)I. gulte knowledgeable 3 ( II)5 very knowledgeable 1 ( 31)
Questions 3I-I(:0n a scale of 1 5  (1 being the lowest), how much confidence do yon have In the effective contribution of the following in the implementation of the new global programmes?

U d d ü ï d  
I  1 I

positive
1 i

Üonlnicn
31. Department of iducation 1 (211) 5 (111) 13 (351) ( (1(1) 2 ( 51) 2 ( 51)
II. Central Office 1 (111) 11 (301) 12 (321) 3 ( 01) 1 ( 31) 3 ( I D
11. y o u  Drincipal/yice*lrincipal il (311) 5 (111) S (1(1) ( (1(1) 5 (111) 1 (111)
12. your Department lead 2 ( 51) 1 (111) ( (111) 1 (221) 1 (211) 1 (221)
13. board-wide cariiculin commlttee(s) ( (1(1) 1 (111) 11 (301) ( (1(1) 2 ( 5 1 ) 5 (111)
II. board-wide leadership cemmlttee(s) 1 (221) 1 (211) 11 (311) 2 ( 51) 2 ( 51) 5 (111)
15. in-servicing agencies ( (1(1) 5 (111) 11 (301) 11 (211) 2 ( 5 1 ) 3 ( I D
l(. sample teaching packages 1 (111) 1 (111! 11 (301) 1 (211) ( (1(1) 3 ( I D
Û U É s M o j t J î l i l :On a scale of 1-5 (1 being the lowest) effectiveness? how useful arc the following in contributing to your teaching

11. clearing-house of teaching ideas and strategies II co-operation amongst teachers
1 (111) 
1 ( 31)

11 (311) 
1 (111)

11 (211) 
13 (351)

1 (111) 
1 (111)

5 (111) 
12 (321)

1 I 31) 
0 ( 01)In exchanging ideas
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<1. nth Kjitd* to tie lev cirtlcilii objective* aid fildeliiei of Global llttoiy aid Global Geogiipty, vhlcb of tbe folloilig piobibl; best dcscxlbei y o n  pieieit ivueieii?1. totally invite of the lev cittlcilii 2 ( St)2. vigiely iviie of oie or both IS (41%)3. genital iidetitandlng of one or both 13 (35%)4. good indetitindlig of one oi both 4 (11%)5. iicelleit Iidetitandlng of one ot both 3 ( $%)
ttiestloi* 5t-11;lf yon luveied 3,4, ox 5 In Oiestlon 49, pleine leopond to the follbvlng en a scale of 1 5  (1 being tbe lovest; that Is, depending on tbe statement, 1 nay be Interpreted as neailag "very nnavate', 'very strongly disagree', vblle 5 means ' m y  avate', "very strongly agree').I  1  2 i  i  no tetoonseI am avate of the citrlcoloi objectives ofSI. Global Geography 2 ( 5%) 11 (31%) 3 ( 1 % )  2 ( 5%) 4 (11%) 15 (41%)51. Global listory 5 (14%) 3 (15%) 5 (14%) 3 ( 1 % )  2 ( 5%) 15 (41%)

the material (as ontlloed in tbe coxrlcilii draft) is relevant for tbe objectives of52. Global Geography 3 ( 1 % )  4 (11%) I (22%) 3 ( 1 % )  2 ( 5%) 17 (4(%)51. Global listory I (14%) 4 (14%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) I I 0%) 14 (43%)
the material Is accirate, comprehensive, aad realistic for54. Global Geography 3 ( 1 % )  7 (19%) 3 ( 1 % )  5 (14%) 2 ( 5%) IT (44%)55. Global listory 4 (14%) 5 (14%) 5 (14%) 4 (11%) 0 ( 1%) IT (44%)
Tbe material Is interesting, challenging, and tbooght-provoblng54. Global Geography 4 (11%) 2 ( 5 % )  T (19%) 4 (11%) 3 ( 1%) IT (44%)57. Global listory 7 (19%) 1 ( 3 % )  I (22%) 4 (11%) I ( 0%) IT (44%)
I have readily available aaterlali if my ova forSI. Global Geography 11 (31%) 5 (14%) 2 ( 5 % )  9 ( 0 % )  3 ( 1%) 14 (43%)59. Global listory 9 (24%) 4 (11%) 4 (11%) 3 ( 1 % )  1 ( 3%) 14 (43%)
My school has appropriate materials for41. Global Geography 9 (24%) 4 (14%) 3 ( 1 % )  1 ( 3 % )  2 ( 5%) 14 (43%)41. Global listory 9 (24%) 7 (19%) 4 (11%) 1 ( 1 % )  1 ( 3%) 14 (43%)
Tbe available material Is op-to-date or easily ipdated.42. Global Geography 14 (27%) 5 (14%) 4 (11%) 2 ( 5 % )  0 ( 4%) 14 (43%)43. Global listory 13 (35%) 3 ( 1 % )  5 (14%) 4 ( 4 % )  4 ( 4%) 14 (43%)
Tbe coarse content Is logically segiencedT44. Global Geography 7 (19%) 1 ( 3 % )  4 (14%) 5 (14%) 1 ( 3%) IT (44%)45. Global listory 14 (27%) 1 ( 3 % )  5 (14%) 5 (14%) 4 ( 4%) 14 (43%)
Tbe coarse content Is acceptable In terns of couonlty values?44. Global Geography 9 (24%) 4 ( 4 % )  4 (11%) 5 (14%) 4 ( 4%l 19 (51%)47. Global listory 14 (27%) 4 ( 4 % )  5 (14%) 3 ( 4 % )  1 ( 3%) II (49%)
Tbe treatment of minorities, religion, politics, and vomen Is accirate, balanced, valid, aid concrete?41. Global Geography 9 (24%) 4 ( 4 % )  4 (14%) 3 ( 4 % )  4 ( 4%) 19 (51%)49. Global listory 9 (14%) 4 ( 4%) 4 (14%) 4 (11%) 4 ( 4%) II (49%)
There Is excessive bias la71. Global Geography I (22%) 4 (11%) 4 (11%) 1 ( 3 % )  1 ( 3%) 19 (51%)

71. Global listory 14(27%) 2 ( 5 % )  5(14%) 1 ( 4 % )  3 ( 4 % )  17(44%)
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Ontitloi» 72-11: On a tcale of 1 to J (1 beiig * m y  itiongly disagree' vblle S being ' m y  strongly agree', please respond to the following stateients. These stateients were taken fro# an article on eitricnlii implementation.
Msaoree inree p2

I  1 1  i  1  response72. 'Teacbtrs don't want to innovate.They have everything in place, 11 (311) 10 |27h| 13 (35%) 1 ( 31) 2 ( 5%) 0 (1%)and they seem to work veil enongh.'
73. 'teachers are asked to change,hot they are not given the resources 0 ( 1 % )  2 ( 5%) f (11%) 1( (43%) 15 (41%) 0 ( 0%)and materials to do so.'
74. Teachers vill change if they areconvinced that the students vill 0 ( 0 % )  2 ( 5%) 3 (24%) 17 (4(%) 9 (24%) 0 ( 0%)really benefit.
75. 'le've seen curticnlin changes comeand go. Teachers vill just toll 2 ( 5 % )  4 (11%) 15 (41%) 9 (24%) ( (1(%) 1 ( 3%)vitb it again. I
7(. 'teachers cannot be expected to do

justice to their regular classroom 5 (14%) 11 (30%) 7 (15%) 5 (24%) 5 (14%) 0 ( 0%)responsibilities and also plan and implement nev curricular changes '
77. 'It seems to me that these curriculum

changes are just helping to build 11 (30%) 12 (32%) 5 (14%) 5 (14%) 4 (11%) 0 ( 0%)someone's career or administrative reputation or empire '
71. 'I am a piofesoienal and highly

trained practitioner. Ihy can't I 11 (30%) 12 (32%) 5 (24%) 2 ( 5 % )  3 ( 1%) 0 ( 0%)just be left alone and trusted to do a good job in my ovn vay?'
75. 'Curriculum implementation is alvaysbegun vith great fanfare, but there 1 ( 3 % )  0 ( 0%) 20 (54%) 0 (22%) 0 (22%) 0 ( 0%)is little follov-sp or foilov-through.'
00. *1 don't really trust questionnaires

about teaching, there is probably 11 (30%) 13 (35%) 11 (30%) 1 ( 3 % )  1 ( 3%) 0 ( 0%)some ulterior motive, in vhicb the information vould be nsed against rather than in support of teachers'
01 'If the officials are really serious

about implementation, vby don't they 2 ( 5 % )  4 (11%) 5 (24%) 7 (15%) 13 (35%) 2 ( 5%)put their money vhere their mouths are?'
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12. ttv  th tte  i m d  t i r  alobil tdicitla» DtearaiM»?

'It w  live lote of a i«i(ouiblllty foi the fUiet'i «hole eielionieit aod popiUtioi, w  ittl idicite oir yooog le a loii global oatlook. Ibeieas It la too latifoi oat gemeiatlaa, tbeie la hope for a globally avate fataie geaeiatlon*. (CIO
*ht a time when the world aa we kaow It la belag rcdefUed ao tepidly, tbe aeed for a mote global anderataadlag becoiea appateat. Tbe electtoalc media biiiga the world lato tbe llvlagiooms every algbt. let do we aaderataad out world? I atroagly believe It la time for ceaatilea to re evaleate tbe teideocy to throw ip barrier# (armed bordera, trade, tariff#, etc,I aad aavel gate Caoada ahoold be a leading force for rational and reaaonable change globally, le most edecate oar children for this change ' (CIO
■The world la becoming a 'smaller' place becaose of travel capabilities and satellite television*, (lasts lortbl
*litb travel, technology, and mass commanlcatloas the world la becoming so near to everyone we need all people to be aware of who lives across the water or elsewhere In the world, (k arc becoming global and meed to know as mncb as possible aboot It.' (Ill
*1 see stedents with little or no knowledge abont the rest of the world, low can they formopinions abont Issnes that affect Canada witkont this global awareness?' (ClCj
'I don't have any knowledge abont the proposed geography coarse, bnt I wonder why/how it world beimplemented with or beside a history coarse. Would one be a preregnlslte for the other? I don'tthink Canadian content courses (Canada Studies 321) should be scrapped because of a trend toward exterior viewpoints of tbe world. Should we have a better, clearer understanding of ourselves first, the world second?' (CICI
'(We have a] shrinking world stage. IWel need a sense of global 'justice* In the Western World*. (CSC)
'Too mncb Canadian WIstory has been taught. It Is about time to correct the situation*. (Worth Colchester)
'lo opinion*. (1C)
Because ... we live In a global village ...land) Canada more than most nations must export to prosper, (to) do this well we must learn a lot about our trading partners is order to sell a lot. The Japanese have learned this lesson well and so should we.' (South Colchester)
'(There) Is - global village, etc ' (CiC)
'(There Is. It Is) 1)30, not 1)51.' (CIC)
'(There Is because of the) 'global village* we live In. (We require) Improved cultural tolerance, conflict resolution skills, attitadlnal change ' (CIC)
'There Is such a need becaose the world Is becoming smaller and smaller, as well as more and more Interdependent, and we don't know enough about global Issues ' (CIC)
'The world Is getting to be a smaller place figuratively speaking Oar young people have a very marrow centre of attention. If any people meed their horlnens broadened. It Is these young people.' (CIC)
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"The world kai 'shiiok'. Tht world is readily available to as via T.?« aad tiansportatloo.(Vel ... need to oaderstand tbt caltiial similarities and differences that exist la order to co'oxist peacefolly witboot destroying the planet, dtndeats need to have their eyes opened to a larger world than that of their 'peer groap'.'ICICI
'Knowledge is '.he basis open which we can better nnderstand people, places and events, crises and catastrophes which we all most deal with, whether its in onr backyard or the other side of the world.' liants fasti
'lies there is| ... so students will he aware of things happening outside north America and how various things throughout the world can affect Canada.' Illl
'With time and new technology, the world has become a smaller place, lational ... lecononicl borders are starting to fali ali over the world ... It is important that all learn of each others' cultures, heritage, and traditions if we are to live harmoniously.' (CICI
'Global education deserves its place in the curriculum primarily because it broadens (or shouldl a student's perspective of the world. Hopefully students should become less insular in their thinking.' ICICI
'I feel there is a need for global 'understanding' hut not necessarily a program devoted to it.' (Ill
'(Because of thel ... myopic nature of Social Studies programs in Junior High, ... (there is a| need for Global Id.' |HI|
'The world is getting smaller everyday. International issues affect all of os. Global awareness is reguired to understand the problems of today and to help os try to solve them.' (RBI
'There is a need for global education programmes. As our world gets smaller and the population increases, we must become aware of other peoples aid cultures. All who share this planet must become more aware ' (CIC)
'1 question the need. Nocb is done now in ...(Modern World Problems) that will he done in global. (Do we end opI ... re-lnveatiog the wheel for no good purpose?' (CIC)
'Political and economic patterns are becoming more and more 'global', (It isl ... important that we understand, analyse, study the interactions of countries." (CIC)
'1 can acknowledge that one global course might be a meaningful addition to the curriculum but I question the value of two'. (CRCI
'There is a need, lortb Americans are generally short and near sighted. Many issues today are global in range; they can potentially effect a wide audience. We need to make students aware of issues tbit, while possibly (thousands) of miles away,can and will alter their lives.' (MCI
There is a need for students to be aware of the Issues that face ms today. We have neglected these issues for too long. Change will not take place until people are informed and care about these global problems.' (HI)

'There Is a definite aeed for increased awareness (by) students in a Global sense of education because of the changes we have seen in the last few years, and with the current world problems we face (Inrope, Middle last, environment)'. (HI)
'the global village ... the economic need to know world views ... the individual is part of the 
global village', (ICI
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15 rioi i proftstlonal and rullttic vltMolut. vbat de von rtoalie It o r d »  to effectively ttich 
tht DioDoiea global tdnc<tio8.cnrlcBlBi7

'texts ... media services (TV shows, photocopies of articles) ... films/videos ... iaservices os the new curricula:'. (SCj
*i TV/VCI in ajf classroom permanently, unlimited recording rights ... Tending for purchase of Globe and Mail, The Economist, etc., etc ... Funding for rental or purchase of worthwhile films and tapes.* (8C)
'Inservicing -new strategies and teaching ideas.' (SCI
'excellent guides with lots of simple lessons and ideas ... text or lagaxines (i.e., Time)... VCB and TV ... newspaper (Chronicle Herald)'. (DC)
'proper and latest History book ... news media information ... varions magazines ... maps, charts'. (1C)
'funding for current information, newspapers, magazines, etc ... closer relationship with other teachers (that's going on in other classrooms teaching the same courses?)'. (HE)
'permission to mse published materials from the television, papers, lagaxines, etc.' (HE)
'updated information perhaps through computer network and meetlcc with other professionals In the field.' (HE)
'free use of material (re: Copyright Law) ... effective inservicing'. (II)
'good resources, workshops to teach new ideas to teachers'. (HE)
'information of programming ... books ... inservicing -perspectives ... IV materials ... 
copyright permissions'. (HI)
'I am not qualified to teach Global Education at the present time. Courses in geography,Economics and History would be needed at this time for me to feel competent in the subject area ' (IN)
'training ... materials'. (II)
'! do not need a single textbook -absolutely not. Any book by Baldwin should be mercifully killed. He need a variety of written, audio, and video materials, even if only in 'lass sets, that are reconsidered, updated, replaced, etc. on a regular basis.' (CEO
'Time, resources, co-ordination, commitment'. (CEO
'much more information on objectives, curriculum, materials.' (CIO
'to have a better understanding of the reasons for waiting to offer the course. I see a situation in five or six years (when) we are going to suddenly decide that what students need is more in 
the curriculum dealing with Canada.' (CIC)
Teachers must be provided with the resources to do the job. It is unrealistic to implement major curriculum changes and expect the teacher to prepare the cerriculsm m i  find the resources.There are enough on-the-job pressures as is without adding the responsibility of curriculum 
preparation.' (CIC)
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■clcit, iptcilic goal: ... vaiUty of soggoited letlodologies for cacb unit to latck objectives ... Hteiiali tkat aie up-to-date aod legally available to itodeots (sot illegally copied Mteriali that ve aie foiced to iie nov) ... aateiials/objectlvei/iethodologies should match the lealities oi the sew classioom -latge classes, vide spectiui of aptitudes aod abilities is 
each class.' (CIO
■an up-to-date textbook and difteient types of multi-media lesonices ' (CIC)
■mote iu-seivices ... specific mateiials foi students to use (peihaps a voikbook) ... specific teaching stiategies (including diffeient types of activities and test questions).' (CiC)
■(Many) ... cuiieat lesooices ... iaie) leadily available ... ithiosgh) leeslngs, Clements, and othei easy-to-use statistical lepoits on global issues ... CPI* bus done (thisi in the past on such economic issues as inflation, tiade, unemployment .... tometimes Caoada aod the World issues the same type of suppiemeot on an issue in theii monthly magaxise.' (CIC)
'access to weekly nevsmagaxines and/oi I V ... histories of the 20th century'. (CIC)
'(What is needed is) proper long-term io-seiviciog opportunities ... Department and Board funding for planning execution of Teacher Task consittees, workshops, acquisition of appropriate 
resources beyond la) basic text.' (CIC)
'(I require) ... a strong up-to-date text with an assortment of video, really constructive and hands on resources. This type of cirricuUs has an inherent 'danger* of becoming a glorified NIP 
if not carefully planned.' )CIC)
access to materials, both for content and format ... I know how the outlying schools end up with minimal resources for curriculum inplementtioo*. (CIC)
access to up-to-date audio-video media ... access to current periodicals ... freedom from unrealistic, imposed expectations ... time to implement a good program ... inservicing to share 
ideas with others.' (CIC)

ti. H i k e  joace below, olease take the time and oDPOitnnity to express any concerns.-suooestlons, 
observations etc. that won have ...

■My major concern is that the aew curriculum will not be treated seriously. If proper funding and teacher education is lacking, then 1 helieve the curriculum change will do little good for the 
educational system in lova Scotia.' (CIC)
'I do feel that there is a aeed for a global curriculum, however sot necessarily at the expense of some of the courses I've heard will be axed. Is It going to be a compulsory course? I've been told 'yes', but ! don't think it should be. The content of this curriculum should be fairly definitive aid there should be a network set up by where teachers will be able to readily share 
and duplicate important (aad) useful resources ' (CIC)
*)I have) ... no problems with content or goals, but 1 have serious concerns about (the) degree of actual Department/Board support beyond (the) conceptual level. We are expected to launch these programs with little or mo tangible . resource base Where is the (Department of Iducation'si provincial in-service plan? Wke.e is the ... (ollowup ...? What we have is a recipe for mediocrity) Teachers will implement courses Ë L  excellence will be lacking to engage classroom teachers in the process.' (CEO
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■Ny feelings legitdiag isiie-oilested coorsts U  tkit they cin becoM lepetitive iid boriig inless theie is sufficient icedeilc content tint prepiies itndents In study still# tint enable the# to go on In post secondary wort like larltlie Étudiés, unless there Is sufficient curriculum preparation, global studies could falter and become little more than discussion sessions. I feel that there Is a discipline of study that Involves mastering content end learning stills of commonlctlos and research that most not be lost because concepts become overworked. If the overall curriculum from elementary to high school overlaps In Issues and concepts, then we lose students, then the Canadian content bandwagon was la vogue la the ID's, we thought we would produce better Canadians, low often am I reminded of the repetition la our present curriculum ... lia hoping! that In becoming global-orleuted we do loot! repeat the same (kind of repetitive! process.* (CIC!
■It seems to me that education runs on bandwagons. At the present time we are on the Global Studies bandwagon. In a few years It will he something else. 1 have taught ... lor aboot 24 years Over the years ...jmy teaching! has evolved to reflect changing times and the changing Interests of students, lo one told me to do this. 1 just did It because It made educational sense I don't regard myself as any kind of Innovator. I simply have tried to use common sense.I find this lacking In the educational treads of today.* (CIC!
*I feel the Idea Is good and has much potential. I have many problems with the process of curriculum development. 1 feel a 'cllgue-y' group was permitted to develop It without the Input of other worthy Individuals. I also feel that proper Implementation Is essential but unlikely. Such a course requires money and retraining. 1 feel the Department of Iducation and my hoardwill damp the wonderful goals of this on teachers with little In the way of resources ortraining and probably no follow-up. I feel 1 cfu cope but many teckers wltb less personal Interest will be lost, as will their students. 1 also feel that teacher co-operation between schools will be ertremely limited ....* (CIC)
*Teachers need time to prepare for the new course so It will be Interesting and effective fortbe students, therefore, a success*. (II!
*Select only the teachers that are qualified and show a genuine Interest In the project ... Teaching aids, travel opportunities aod possible strategies for teaching the subject should be provided by the department ... A Social Studies program ot the junior level ...(ought to be offered! that Includes the basics of all cultures: natives, Ingllsb, French, Blacks, and other others*. (81)
(Because of tbe! ... reactive nature to new programming ... we are always playing catch-up and not leading enough from (the! grassroots op. (As a result of! ... Curriculum Development Apathy too many teachers prefer not to get Involved and allow us to follow reactive patterns Teacher surveys are often too biased as they are always focussed on tbe poor teachers being victims of ordered Innovations. They don't deal with how much Involvement teachers demonstrate or how little.* (II!
Besource packages (are! needed ... lead for In-servlclog (In! Global ... get copies of the suggested texts to those who will be teaching the subjects ... (Get! feedback from those piloting both Geography and listory*. (81!
'Suggestions: more teacher input In 'all' programs; more money available for resource material; consultants; an expert In each subject area to evaluate and suggest Inprovemeuts." (II)
'Content la Global Geography Is solid aod Interesting. The process of Implenentatloa Is a problem because of the politics Involved and, of course, financial limitations. To properly Implement a program, time must be given for proper In-servicing. Also text books and supplenestary materials must be purchased; In a time of restraint this might be difficult*. (II)
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'fie icbool board iloold provide a variety ai u t e r i a l t ( I C )
*Corricilia coatent ikoild aot be too great a problem bo long an the teacher it aot booed to it too rigidly by the power: tkat be*. (SC)
*rhe aev coories have a very definite pirpose to service. They will meet the objective of idicating itndenti aboot the global village, lopefilly these coorses are aot cast la atoae, thos they can he changed to soit changing conditions*. (SC)
*1 don't have time. I am exhaosted * (CiC)
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